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Abstract
Thepurposeof this paperis to extendverification tests
to systems with multiple autonomousagent knowledge
bases. Usinga classic approachto verification, this
paper focuseson tests concernedwith consistency,
completeness
and correctness. In particular, this paper
focuseson those uniqueissues that are generatedas we
go fromsingle agent systemsto multiple agent systems.
Thispaperis concernedwithinter agentverification,
since previousresults can be usedfor intra agent
verification. For example,considerone agent withthe
rule "ifA then B"and a rule in anotheragent "irA then
C". In such a setting, the agents wouldbe constantlyat
odds. Alternativelywemightfind the followingrules in
one agent ("if A then B"and "if C then A"), while
anotheragent that interacts with that agent mighthave
the rule ("if B then C"). Withthose twointeracting rule
bases a dialoguestarting with "A"couldcycle
indefinitely.
Onepotential approachto multiple agent systemsis to
comparethe knowledge
base of each subset of agents to
determinethe existenceverification issues. Wherethe
numberof agentsis small this approachis feasible.
However,for even medium
size systemsthis approach
explodescomputationally.This paper finds that many
of the multipleagent verification tests can be conducted
on a metarule set generatedfromall the rules contained
in each of the agents’ knowledge
bases thus minimizing
computational
effort. In addition, this paperfinds that
the propertyof agent"isolation" is an important
verification criteria in multipleagentsystems.
1. Introduction
Inter agent verification generates different problems
than intra agent verification. Consider two agents with
knowledgebases that include the following rules: Agent
l(if A then B) and Agent 2 (if A then C). In
dialogue between those two agents if"A" occurs the two
will not cometo closure. As another example suppose

that agent 1 has the knowledgebase (if A then B and if
C then A) and agent 2 has the knowledgebase (ifB then
C). Interaction betweenthese two agents can cycle
indefinitely. These unique issues are not addressed in
traditional verification. Asa result, the purposeof this
paper is to elicit someof the issues in verification
analysis for multiple autonomousagent systems.
This paper identifies these verification issues unique
to inter agent verification. In so doingit identifies those
situations wherean aggregatedset of rules across all
agents can be used for determiningissues of inter agent
verification. The aggregatedset of rules provides a
computationallyefficient wayto facilitate verification of
autonomousagent rule sets. In addition, the paper
identifies someother unique issues such as "isolation" of
agents.
This paper
The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows.
Section 2 provides a brief discussion of the scope of the
paper and previous research. In addition, section 2
briefly discusses three different design approachesfor
multiple agent systems, including "top-down" and
"bottom-up." Sections 3, 4, and 5, each analyze the
different aspects of verification, correctness, consistency,
and completeness. Section 6 provides a brief summary
of the paper.

2. Background,Scope and Previous
Research
Knowledge Representation
I assume that each agent’s knowledgebase is
representedusing rules. This is not a critical
assumption, however,it does facilitate explanation and
presentation. Other forms of knowledgerepresentation
could be used, such as objects (e.g., Kandelinand

O’Leary, 1995) or multiple hybrid forms of knowledge
representation could be used in different agents.

Intra-Agent vs. Inter-Agent and Multiple Agent
Systems

Verification
"Verification" has been defined as "building the system
fight" (e.g., O’Keefeand O’Leary, 1993). This view
view of verification is one wherethe concern is with
implementation of the "technology" of knowledge-based
systems(e.g., rules, weightson rules, etc.) in a correct
manner.This view on the scope of verification tests is
consistent with Nguyenet al.’s (1987) research on this
topic.
Operationally, verification was defined by Adrion et
al. (1982, p. 159) as "the demonstrationof the
consistency, completenessand correctness of the
software." As a result, myanalysis of verification tests
in multiple agent systems will concern itself with each
of those elements.
Multiple Agent Systems
I use multiple agent systemsto refer to the existence of
multiple independent agent rule bases. Agents are
assumedto interact with each other sharing knowledge
and information. Agentrule bases are likely to
represent different actors and their capabilities. The
agents mayhave the exact samerule bases or their rule
bases maybe completely independent of each other.
Becauseagent rule bases interact we need to consider
verification issues that result fromthose interactions.
Previous Research on Verification
of Multiple Agent Systems

and Validation

There has been only limited investigation of verification
and validation of multiple agent knowledge-based
systems. O’Leary(1993a) investigated procedures for
determining the existence of differences in expert
judgment. O’Leary (1993b) presented results
determining the existence of conflicts between
probability estimates of multiple experts in an influence
diagram. Kandelin and O’Leary (1995) discussed
verification of object-oriented systems, that are often
used in modeling multiple agent systems. Brownet al.
(1995) investigated the problemof validating
heterogeneous and competing knowledgebases using a
blackbox approach. Throughoutthat literature there has
beenlittle concerngiven to verification tests of
interacting knowledgebases, the focus of this paper.

The focus in this paper is on someof the unique issues
associated with "inter-agent," i.e., "betweenagent"
verification problems.In particular, the concern is with
unique verification problems deriving from the very
nature of having n independent knowledge-basedagents
in the same system. The paper does not investigate
"intra-agent" problems. In particular, it is assumed
throughout that none of the anomalousverification
situations (consistency, completenessor correctness)
occurs in the individual agent knowledgebases. Intraagent verification issues can be addressed using
procedures such as those of Ngnyenet al. (1987) and
others.
Design Approaches for Multiple Agent Systems
Verification is inevitably dependenton the explicit or
implicit design of the multiple agents. If each agent is
generated completely independently of each other with
no concernfor relating ontologies then there is little
hope for meaningful verification. However,under other
circunmtancesdiscussed in this paper verification can
provide important insights.
In particular, design of a multiple agent system
typically wouldemployone of three basic approaches.
Case 1 "Bottom-up" -- Agents are designed
independently of each other. However,I assumethat if
that is the case there is a common
ontology across each
of the agents so that each of the rule sets of different
agents A~, could be aggregatedto form a meta rule set of
all the rules, A’. Althoughthe resulting rule set would
have someredundancies, removal of those redundancies
could be used to generate the reduced rule set A. This
approach is assumed implemented with each agent
being a source of rule development.
Case 2 "Top-Down"-- Agents are designed, so that
each agent i’s rule set Ai, is drawnfrom somemeta rule
set A, based on the sameontology, so that each Aj is a
subset of A. Thus, the set is developedand from A,
rules for each agent are chosen. In the ease where the
agents are homogeneous,each set Ai equals A. Ideally,
this approach would be implemented by having each
agent with the same rule drawinga referenced rule from
a single source, rather than having rules independently,
physically generated for each of the different agent
knowledgebases.

Case 3 "AutonomousChaos" -- Agents are designed
independently using different ontology’s. In this
situation, it wouldbe virtually impossible to determine
similarity of rules because of semantic and syntactic
differences in developmentenvironments.

then back to B, etc. This can result in "negotiations"
that "don’t go anywhere"or agent behavior can be
described as being in a "rut."
Result 2: There can be circularity betweenagents if and
only if there is circularity in the metaset of rules, A,
using either a top-downor bottom up design.

The research presented here focuses on the first two
cases, either wherethere is an "a priori" meta set of
rules or "a postiori" metaset of rules, basedon a single
ontology that could be constructed from the different
rule sets.

Subsumption
Subsumptionoccurs in the following types of situations.
If one agent has a rule "If A then C" and the other agent
has the rule "IRAand B then C" then there is
subsumption. In multiple agent settings, subsumption
indicates that the agents require differential amountsof
information to draw conclusions. R maybe that such
subsmnptionis by design, e.g., one agent is designed to
cometo conclusions more rapidly than others. However,
it can indicate a potential problemwith negotiations
between agents.

3. Correctness
Correctness between multiple agents is concerned
with three primaryissues: conflict, circularity and
subsumptionconditions. Each of the three correctness
results that are generated, can be accommodated
through analysis of the meta set of rules, A.
Conflict

Result 3: There can be subsumption in the rules
betweenagents if and only if there is subsumptionin the
meta ~et of rules, A, using either a top-downor bottom
up design.

A (single rule) conflict error occurs if two (or more)
agents have different conclusions for the same"if". For
example, if one agent has rule "If A then B" and another
agent has the rule "If A then C" then there can be a
conflict betweenthe two agents. There are a numberof
disadvantagesof agent conflicts. First, conflicts can
makedifferent agents produce different answers to the
same queries given the same information. Second,
conflicts can makeit "difficult" for agents to negotiate,
since no matter what is negotiated there is a difference
of agent knowledge(opinion). Such a conflict
probablynot as importantif there is probability or
certainty factor information carded along with each
rule, however,it maystill cause difficulties.
Conflicts can be identified by comparingthe rules of
different agents or by finding conflicts in the set of rules
A. In particular, assumingthat every rule in A is the
rule set of someagent then we have the following result.

4. Consistency
In general, consistency betweenmultiple agents relates
primarily to ensuring that redundant rules, used by
multiple agents, stay the same,in spite of activities like
maintenanceand development.It further requires that
ontology and naming conventions between agents are
the same, because otherwise it wouldbe difficult or
impossible for the agents to effectively communicate
without consistency conventions.
Redundancy
Assumetwo (or more) agents (j and k) have identical
rules, ;say rule r from A, in their knowledgebases,
denoted, air and ak~, SOthat a~ = ak~ ¯ The existence of
redundantrules in different agents is not an error, per
se, (in fact in homogeneous
agents there will be entire
rule sets that are the same,and thus, redundant)but if
there is maintenanceto the rules then dependingon the
maintenance errors can be introduced. Redundancyis
somethingthat is to be preserved, and not eliminated in
multiple agent systems. The question is "howto best
preserve that redundancy between agent knowledge
bases."

Result 1" There single rule inter-agent conflict if and
only if there is conflict in the meta set of rules, A, using
either a top-downor bottom-up design.
Circularity
Circularity can occur betweena pair (or more) of agents
in the following types of situations. If one agent has the
rules "IfA then B" and "If C then A" and another agent
has the rule "If B then C" then dialogues betweenthose
agents can result in circularity, starting from agent one
with A, to agent two with B, to agent one with C and
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In the case of bottom-up
systemdesign, if there is
maintenance
to individualrule sets then that couldresult
in a changeof either air andak~but not the other (and
other possibilities). Asa result, a changeto individual
rule sets Aj and Akfroma bottomup approachcould
result in a newA (assumingit is formed),whichwould
include the original rule andthe rule that wassupposed
to be changed.Theresulting systemwouldbe contrary
to original intentionsandthus in error.
Alternatively,usingthe top-down
approach,if there is
required maintenance
to an individualrule then it
should be doneon a rule in the metaset A. This would
eliminateproblemsof changingthe rule in onerule set,
but not another, or other similar problems.The
resulting Awouldbe different than the Aderivedfroma
bottom-upapproach.
Asa result, there is an implicationfor the designof
multipleagent rule-basedsystemsin order to preserve
multipleagentredundancies:
If there is a rule that is
used by morethan a single agentthen keepit in a
repositoryandallowagentsto referencethe rule as part
of their rule sets, whetherthe approachis top-down
or
bottom-up.This approachwill limit errors dueto
changesin oneagent but not in anotherfor the same
rule. Further, other additional redundanciesare more
likely to be preserved
if virtuallyall the rules are
maintainedin a central repository.
Ontologies and Related Issues
In order to ensureconsistencybetweenagentsthere is
also a needfor the agentsto function underthe same
ontologiesand to represent modelvariables usingthe
same,e.g., namingconventions.Thelack of a
consistent ontology(or eventhe same"naming
conventions)can limit the effectivenessof agent
communications,
since agents wouldnot be talking
using the same"language."As a result, systemdesign
andtesting shouldbe implemented
so that there is a
consistencyin the ontology.However,
if there is a
situation wherethere is no suchsimilarity, then in order
for effective multipleagent communication
to take place
there mustbe individualagentcapabilities with multiple
ontologiesor somesuperagent whohas the ability to
provide multiple ontology communication
betweenthe
agents.
There are a numberof impedimentsto implementing
ontologiesin multipleagent settings. O’Leary(1997)
noted that those impedimentsincludedontology
stationarity, scaling up, ontologyinterfaces andother
issues.
Naming Conventions

Perhapsthe clearest impactof a lack of naming
conventionsin knowledge-based
systemsis presented in
Landauer(1990). Hedemonstratesthe need for and
importanceof establishing consistent naming
conventionsin his analysis of the mannedmaneuvering
unit. For example,Landauerfound forty occurrencesof
"thrusters" andoneoccurrenceof "thruster," suggesting
that the use of "thruster"is incorrect.
Consistentnamingconventionsare also critical in
multiple agent systems. Onedesign approachto ensure
consistencyof namingconventionsis to establish a list
of variablenamesthat is usedby all of the agents,
facilitating communication
betweenthe agents.
Otherwise
statistical tests of the occurrence
of variable
names,like those employedby Landauer(1990) can
used to generateanomalous
variable occurrences.
5. Completeness
Completeness
has beencharacterized in single
knowledge
base systems(e.g., Nguyen
et al., 1987)as
issue of havingunreferenced
attributes (attributes that
weredeclaredas legal variables,but not used), illegal
attributes (attributes that werenot declaredas legal
variables but wereused), unreachableconclusions(the
conclusionshouldeither matcha goal or an if condition
of anotherrule) or deadendconditions(attributes must
be askableor matchedby a conclusionin anotherrule).
Closelyrelated questionsneedto be askedfor multiple
agentsystems.For attributes, particularly in a top-down
development
environment,repositories of attributes can
be generatedandused in development
to ensurethat all
attributesusedare legal (on the list) andthat all
attributes on the list are used. Further, the existenceof
unreferenced
or illegal rules (e.g., rules that are in Abut
are not usedor rules that are usedbut are not in A,
given a top-downapproach)need to be determined.
Otherwise,if no centralrepositoryof attributes is
developedthen there are no expectations,andit is
difficult to test completeness
by determining
if there are
anymissingvariables.
Finally, althoughit maybe desirableto haveagents
that are virtually independent
with no overlap,that
situationshouldbe criteria that is stated upfront and
otherwisetested. Asa result, I define the "agency
isolation" that tests the completeness
of agent
development
through determinationof extent of
isolation.

Unreachable Conclusions

Aclmowledgments.Someof the results summarized
here were part of a presentation at the International
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of this paper.

Next consider the situation of determining the existence
of unreachable conclusions in different agents. In a
mannersimilar to the correctness tests, the A matrix of
all rules can be used to determinethe existence of rules
with unreachable conclusions.
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